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SS01 - Battle of Raszyn - 19 April 1809 
(Scenario “Sniperscout”)

Historical Background
The battlefield’s terrain is dominated by several villages and by the river 
Utrata, which  during April is unfordable. The only way to cross the river is at 
the ponds of Raszyn, Dawidy or Michalowice, which were all under Polish 
control.
After a preparatory cannonade started at 14.00, the Austrian infantry 
attacked around 15.00 the Polish screening forces. The Poles gradually 
yielded terrain to the attacker. 
Austrian attempts to outflank the Polish position near Jaworowo were 
without success. 
After the village of Falenty was captured at 16.00 Poniatowski launched a 
counterattack which evicted the Austrians from the town and re-establishing 
the Polish line. 
Around 17.00 a combined attack was launched against Raszyn. Repulsed 
by the Saxon units, the Austrians called up reinforcements and took the 
town around 19.00 but where unable to progress beyond the last houses of 
the village. The Poles again counterattacked at 21.00 and drove the 
Austrians from Raszyn but were unable to recapture the causeway. Fighting 
progressed until 22.00 when the Poles evacuated the battlefield.

The stage is set. The battle lines are drawn and you are in command. Can 
you change history?

Battle Notes

Polish-Saxon Army: Prince Poniatowski
5 Command cards

Austrian Army: Archduke Ferdinand
5 Command Cards
Move first

Victory Conditions:
6 Banners

Special Rules: 

- The River Utrata is not fordable and can only be crossed by the bridges

- POLISH Army: Use French blocks and rules to represent the Polish troops (On 
Vassal they have blue-white stripes), except the Polish Line Infantry don´t get the +1 
vs infantry in melee.

- SAXON Army: Use any other nation blocks (on Vassal they have yellow-black 
stripes) to represent the Saxon troops.
Block number of saxon CAV and INF = 4.

All Saxon INF and ART were neglected arms of service. These units retreat two hexes 
for each flag thrown against them.
INF moved, halfed/rounds down for range fire. LT adds +1 for all range fire.

Saxon CAV was amongst the best in Europe, therefore Saxon CAV can ignore one 
flag thrown against them.
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